
Registration Guidance 

JP Store 

This guide sets out the details of registration by Sellers. It also contains information on pre-

registration preparation, matters to take note, registration process and appeal in the case of 

post-registration account review, as well as frequently-asked questions on the registration 

procedure.

Registration Guidance & Seller Verification/Registration Guidance JP Store 
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Overview of Amazon Seller registration procedure

1.1     Foreword

1.2     Matters needing attention before registration

1.3     Short description of registration procedure

1.4     Main materials for registering Amazon Seller account

1.5     Matters needing attention (essential reading before registration)

This Chapter will deal with matters to note during registration of Seller account and
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Overview of Amazon Seller registration procedure

1.1 Foreword

All Amazon Sellers must comply with Selling Policies and Seller Code of Conduct from the time 

they register their accounts. Amazon requires Sellers to abide by the principles of fairness and 

good faith so as to ensure safe shopping and selling experience.

If you violate the Code of Conduct or any other Amazon policy, Amazon may take the 

appropriate measures against your account such as cancellation of your product, or suspension or 

forfeiture of payment or revocation of your right to sell products.

1.2 Matters needing attention before registration

1. All Sellers must provide correct information to Amazon and buyers. They should update such 

information as soon as there is any change. Such information includes:

• Name of the enterprise that you use. It must be one that can be correctly identified.

• Please provide correct and latest business address, e-mail address and telephone number 

so that we can contact you where required.

2. Please ensure that you give valid international credit card number and account statement 

address to facilitate deduction.

3. If it is found by Amazon that your account is used for fraudulent or illegal activities (such as 

using buyer’s account to conduct sales), Amazon may suspend or terminate your account and 

right to sell.

1.3 Short description of registration procedure

Before registering an Amazon Seller account, you would need to prepare all materials according 

to requirements. You can then begin registration using the link provided by your Amazon 

Account Manager. The main steps include:

1. Enter your name, e-mail address, password and create new user.

2. Validation of mail box

3. Enter your company’s place of registration, business type and name

4. Enter detailed information on your company, and carry out telephone/SMS validation

5. Enter information on the legal representative and beneficial owner

6. Enter the name of financial institution for the receiving account, country/territory of 

receiving account, name of account holder, 9-digit bank identification code and bank 

account number. 

7. Enter credit card number, expiry date, name of cardholder and statement address

8. Enter name of Store

9. Carry out identity verification and complete verification process

10.Tax review

11.Enter deposit method (receiving account)
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Overview of Amazon Seller registration procedure

You would need to prepare all materials according to the requirements before registering your

account. The materials include:

1. Color scanned copy of your company's business license;

2. Color scanned copy of identity document of legal representative:

• The name on the identity document must be consistent with the name of legal

representative on the business license

• The name on the identity document must be identical to that registered under Amazon

Seller account

• Must be issued by competent authority

• Identity document must be valid

3. Credit card for payment purpose:

• Credit card available for international payment (VISA or MasterCard, VISA preferred)

• Ensure that payment in currency of targeted country is available. If you simultaneously

operate on several Stores, we recommend that you use credit card which supports

payment in multiple currencies

• Please ensure that your credit card has not expired and that it has adequate credit limit. It

should furthermore not have any restrictions in respect of online purchase or mail

purchase

4. Mode of contact:

• Contact person’s e-mail address

• Contact person’s telephone (please enter telephone number of legal representative)

• Company address and contact telephone

5. Bank account for receiving funds. Three options below:

• Domestic Bank Account: receive sales proceeds in currency of Seller origin. Bank address

in Seller’s country of origin.

• Bank Account located in Marketplace: receive sales proceeds in local currency of the

target Marketplace

• 3rd Party Deposit Account: Use deposit account provided by 3rd Party Payment Service

Provider. In this case, choose bank account address provided by 3rd Party Service

Provider.

1.4 Main materials for registering Amazon Seller account

Please ensure that your registration materials are in conformity with Amazon requirements. 

If they are incomplete or found to be false, you will not be able to successfully register your 

account.
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Overview of Amazon Seller registration procedure

1.5 Matters needing attention (essential reading before registration)

To ensure that your registration process is carried out smoothly, please read the following

carefully

1. Please prepare the above materials before carrying out registration, otherwise it may be

interrupted mid-way. In the event of interruption you can exit registration and continue the

process later using the correct registration e-mail and password. If you are unable to access

please ensure that your network is stable. You can try to clear browser cookies and change the

browser.

2. Registration is irreversible. Once your particulars are entered, you cannot return to the

previous step to change the information. Please check thoroughly all the information that you

have entered. Proceed to the next step after you have ensured there are no errors

3. Unless otherwise specifically required, please enter all information in English.

4. Please ensure that all materials/information entered on and submitted through Seller Central

is true and valid. It should be consistent with that contained in the documents that you submit

5. Please ensure that all information (e-mail address and telephone number) is the latest

information, so that Amazon is able to contact you when required.

6. For credit card submitted on Seller Central for payment and settlement, our recommendation

is to use that of the legal representative. In addition bank account information must be correct

and valid

7. Other matters of note:

• We recommend that you use stable and exclusive network. Use of VPN/VPS/Super

Browser is not recommended

• We recommend that Sellers retain their purchase invoices. In the event of audit or similar

application during their operation you may be requested to provide such invoices.

• All operations must be compliant and strictly conform to Amazon regulations. We

recommend that you check on Seller Central or Help-Seller Support if you are unsure

about Amazon regulations

• If there is any question during registration you can click “Support” button.
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Registration procedure

2.1 Begin registration

2.2 Enter name and mail box (must be the mail box through which registration 

link is sent)

2.3   Validation of mail box

2.4   Set company’s place of registration, business type and name

2.5   Enter company information

2.6   Enter personal information of Seller

2.7 Enter receiving account information and credit card information for payment

2.8   Enter Store information

2.9   Submission of identity verification documents

2.10   Identity verification – video call

2.11   One-time postcard

2.12   EU additional verification KYC

2.13   Switching between Stores in Europe/North America/Japan/Australia

2.13   Enter deposit method for other Stores (receiving account)

Details of the registration process set out in this chapter are for Amazon North America

Stores

2. Registration procedure
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Registration procedure

2.1 Begin registration
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Registration procedure

2.2 Enter name and mail box (must be the mail box through which registration 

link is sent)

Enter the legal representative’s name and contact mail box (it must be the mail box to which 

registration link is sent) and password. Click “Next” for Amazon to send an e-mail which contains 

the authentication code.

Enter the legal representative’s name 

For registration mail box please enter 

the mail box to which registration link 

is sent
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Registration procedure

2.3 Validation of mail box

Retrieve the e-mail in your mail box. 

You will receive an e-mail from 

Amazon. It contains a 6-digit 

authentication code, as seen in the 

illustration below:

Enter the 6-digit authentication code in 

the interface as shown below, then click 

“Create your Amazon account”.

If you have not received the 

authentication e-mail, check your spam 

mail to see if the e-mail has been 

redirected to it. If you still cannot find 

the e-mail, wait a while before clicking 

“Resend OTP” link on the interface for a 

new authentication e-mail to be sent.

Enter the 6-digit 

authentication code sent to 

your registered mail box.

XXXXXX
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Registration procedure

2.4 Set company’s place of registration, business type and name

First of all, select the country or territory in which your business license is issued from the drag-

down menu under “Business location ", then select the business type according to actual 

circumstances. Enter your company’s name. Finally, click “Agree and continue”.

If the business name is too long, please try to fill in the main part of the name.

Business location and type 

cannot be changed later. 

Please ensure you fill out the 

information correctly.

Business Name needs to 

match with the EXACT name 

in business registration 

document. 
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Registration procedure

2.5 Enter company information

Enter the company’s relevant information accordingly.

Please take note of the following:

1. Company registration number must be the same as that on the business license;

2. Fill in the correct address of the company. The address must match the one on the business 

registration document. It must also be detailed and will be used to receive a postcard for 

address verification purpose;

3. Choose to receive PIN through either SMS or Call for verification. When entering a phone 

number, select your country or region in the drop-down box next to the phone number;

4. If you choose SMS verification, you will receive a message, just enter the SMS verification 

code. If you choose a phone call, you will receive an automatic voice call. Please pick up the 

phone and enter the 4 digits informed by the call. If the verification code is correct, the 

webpage will show that the authentication is successful. If there is a verification error, please 

try verification via SMS. If you fail to verify 3 times, you will need to wait 1 hour before re-

verification;

Once you have entered all relevant information and have passed SMS or telephone 

authentication, click “Next page” to proceed to the next step.

Please note: Once authentication is completed, you will not be able to return to this step to 

change your information. Please therefore check the contents in the page before carrying out 

SMS or telephone authentication.
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Registration procedure

Please ensure you enter 

the correct business 

address. A post card with 

verification code will be 

mailed to this address. 

You will need to input 

code to proceed with 

registration . This address 

can NOT be changed until 

address verification is 

completed. 

Primary Contact’s Name 

EXACT MATCH with ID 

document ( driver’s 

license or passport). E.g. 

if ID document doesn’t 

include a middle name, 

please skip the middle 

name, vice versa. 
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Registration procedure

2.6 Enter personal information of Seller

You will need to enter personal information of the legal representative of the company for which 

the account is opened.

1. After selecting the nationality, enter or choose in succession, place of birth, date of birth, 

identity document number and validity period, country issuing the identity document, and 

name on the identity document;

2. If the residential address differs from the default place of business in the page, you can 

choose “Add other addresses” to add new address;

3. Similarly if the mobile phone number of the legal representative differs from the default 

telephone number, you can click “Add new mobile phone number” to add new mobile phone 

number. You need to remember that newly-added mobile phone number has to be 

authenticated by way of SMS or voice call;

4. Beneficial Owner Information: The beneficial owner must be the company’s owner or 

manager. In general it can be a natural person or a company that owns directly or indirectly 

25% or more of the company's shares, or has the power to decide the company’s business, or 

in other manner exercises right of management over the company. The number of individuals 

must be consistent with actual circumstances. Such information may require authentication;

5. Tick “Whether beneficial owner of the company” and “Whether legal representative of the 

company”;

6. If there is only one beneficial owner of the company, tick “Yes” under “I have added all 

beneficial owners of the company”; otherwise tick “No”. If you choose “no”, you will need to 

enter information of other beneficial owners.
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Registration procedure

If the identity document is 

valid for a long period of 

time, please enter the 

furthest possible date.

You can choose to add other 

addresses if the residential 

address differs from default 

address. The new address 

may require authentication.

Passport is always preferred. 

Otherwise, you have to 

provide driver license and 

birth certificate together. 
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Registration procedure

2.7 Enter deposit account information and credit card information for payment

On this page you need to enter deposit account information

1. Use Amazon Currency Converter to receive payments globally in USD with the funds being 

directly deposited into your local bank account. 

2. Use a valid bank account. For this you would need to select the bank’s address as the country 

or territory in which your bank account is opened. You will also need to enter bank account 

information.

3. Use the bank account provided by the payment service provider under “Payment Service 

Provider Program”. In such a case select the bank’s address as the country in which the 

payment service provider has opened the bank account for you. You will also need to enter 

bank account information. For more information on Payment Service Provider Program.

Please inquire with the bank if you are 

unsure of the bank’s identification code.

The name of the account holder should be 

identical to that on the banking documents

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/Y8JTVAWBPQT2XFC?ref=efph_Y8JTVAWBPQT2XFC_cont_G2&ref_=xx_swlang_Header_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Registration procedure

If the default address 

is not that for credit 

card statements, 

please click “Add new 

address” and then 

enter the address for 

credit card statements.

2.7 Enter deposit account information and credit card information for payment

You need to enter credit card number, expiry date, name of cardholder and statement address.

1. Please use credit card with international payment function (VISA or  MasterCard, with VISA preferred) only, 

otherwise it will be rejected on the ground of non-compliance;

2. Check to ensure that default address is the same as that for credit card statements. If not, please click “Add new 

address” and enter the new address in English. Note: Registration may also fail if the address on the credit card 

statement and that for mailing of bank statements are different;

3. The credit card holder and person registering account do not need to be the same individual. Corporate accounts 

can also use personal credit card (if you also wish to operate in Europe, we would recommend that you use credit 

card of the legal representative/beneficial owner);

4. After completion of registration and at any time during the account's operation you can change credit card 

information. However, frequent changes of credit card information may trigger account review. We would 

recommend that you inquire with Seller support before changing.

5. The credit card is used for Amazon to deduct monthly fee or other sales fees such as FBA fees, if there is 

insufficient balance in the Seller’s account for deduction of relevant expenses.

6. You will need to pay a monthly professional sales subscription fee of $39.99 for the first six months. Regardless 

of the place in which you sell, you will need to pay from the seventh month onwards, professional sales global 

subscription fee not exceeding US$39.99 (or its equivalent in other currencies) for all Stores. However, if you are 

an individual sales account, no monthly subscription fee will be charged; but $0.99 per unit will be charged. 

After the account has passed review and you log onto Seller Central but receive an e-mail informing you that the 

credit card information that you have provided for the Seller account is invalid, please check the following 

information:

• Statement address: This address must be identical with that you have given for credit card statements. 

• Check with the bank with which you have an account to ensure that your credit card has not expired and there is 

adequate credit limit, with no restrictions on online purchase or mail purchase.
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Registration procedure

2.8 Enter Store information

Next you will enter Store information. This includes the name of the Store, product code and 

some information on the brand. 
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Registration procedure

2.9 Submission of identity verification documents

Next is the validation of Seller's identity.

As the information on the company and legal representative has already been entered, here you 

need to upload the front and back of the legal representative’s identity document and bank 

account statement.

Please provide color photo or scanned copies of bank statement and legal representative's 

identity document (we accept only photograph or color scan of paper bank statement). No 

missing corners and edges. No black-and-white photocopies. No screenshots. All documents must 

be clear and legible. No uploading of photoshopped documents or those processed with other 

software tools.

It may take a while to upload photographs. Once uploading is successful, click “Submit” at the 

bottom. Close the page only after submission of identity validation shows green.

The information on the identity 

document must be consistent 

with the identity information of 

legal representative on the 

business license

Passport is always preferred. 

Otherwise, you have to provide 

driver license and birth 

certificate together. 
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Registration procedure

2.9 Submission of identity verification documents

Identify verification documentation and requirements: 

1) Passport/national ID/driver license/business license: 

a) Must be a high quality color image. (scan or photo but not a screenshot)

b) Must show all 4 corners and the photograph must be clearly visible

c) Must not be blurry, text should be legible

d) Document must be signed if required

e) Must be in active status (not cancelled or suspended)

2) Bank statement: 

a) Must be a high quality color image. (scan or photo but not a screenshot)

b) Must not be blurry, text should be legible

c) Mask credit/bank card numbers, secure code (such as CVV) and expiration dates, if they are 

visible

d) Contains official bank information, such as logo and address.
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Registration procedure

2.10 Identity verification – video call

SPs can select “Instant video call” and click “Next”.

Details on next page

Amazon requires the legal 

representative to be present at the 

appointment. If you are not the 

company’s legal representative, you 

must obtain the company’s 

authorization before you can act on 

behalf of the legal representative. 

Furthermore you need to bring the 

originals of the following 

documents for the meeting: 

• Valid identity document of the 

company’s legal representative 

(issued by the government and 

with photograph). 

• Your own valid identity 

document (issued by the 

government and with 

photograph). 
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Registration procedure

2.10 Identity verification – video call

“More document guidelines”

Once scheduled,

You can click “Join 

video call” at the 

appointed time to 

carry out video call 

validation.
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Registration procedure

2.10 Identity verification – video call
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Registration procedure

SPs can select “Scheduled video call” and click “Next”.

2.10 Identity verification – video call

Please ensure 

again that the 

appointment 

time here is 

the same as 

the time and 

day you have 

selected.
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Registration procedure

Seller can either cancel or re-seclude the appointment before appointment starts on scheduled

time. Once appointment starts seller will not be able to re-schedule or cancel the appointment. For

both cancellation and re-schedules seller get UI notification and also email notification.

2.10 Identity verification – video call
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Registration procedure

Once seller will cancel the appointment successfully this is experience they will see, Seller will also

receive one email notification on successful appointment cancellation

2.10 Identity verification – video call
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Registration procedure

• NoShow: if Seller does not join appointment on scheduled date and time, Amazon associates

mark the appointment as NoShow. Seller gets an email notification that his appointment is

marked as noshow and Seller can re-schedule the appointment for later date.

• Follow-up required: in case of Seller's document or information need to be updated or due to

any other reason If appointment is not completed within 30 mins, Associate request seller to re-

schedule the appointment for future date and mark the current appointment as "follow up

required" and also send an email notification with appropriate details.

2.10 Identity verification – video call appointment outcomes

Request for document SX:

Completed: During video appointment if Amazon associate gets all the the required details from

sellers and able to complete SOP questionnaire, Amazon associate mark the appointment

completed and send an thank you email notification to seller.
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Registration procedure

2.11 One-time postcard

Once you submit your registration information and documents for verification, we will trigger a 

postcard to be dispatched to the business address you provided.
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Registration procedure

If you see the following (as in the screenshot below) on Seller Central, it means you have 

passed identity verification and your Seller account for North America, Europe, Japan and 

Australia has been opened.

You can enter the corresponding Store (or multiple Stores simultaneously) to begin selling 

using your Seller account according to your operational needs.

Please wait patiently for verification results. You will receive the results in two ways: (1) wait for 

an e-mail from Amazon, or (2) log onto Seller Central to view results.
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Registration procedure

2.12 EU additional verification KYC

KYC (Know Your Customer) is an EU regulatory requirement for selling on Amazon to prevent 

abuse of Amazon EU marketplaces for money-laundering and terrorism financing. 

You can reference two sources of information in Seller Central to know what you need to do: 

1) Document Upload Page - can be found by navigating to Settings Account Info Identity 

Information
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Registration procedure

2.12 EU additional verification KYC

2) Performance Notification - can be found by navigating to Performance Performance 

Notifications
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Registration procedure

2.12 EU additional verification KYC

3) KYC Help Page Access

https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/help-popup.html/?itemID=201200780

https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/help-popup.html/?itemID=201200780
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Registration procedure

2.12 EU additional verification KYC

KYC documentation and requirements: 

1) ID verification: 

a) Copy of the photo and information page of a valid passport or a drivers license and a birth 

certificate

b) Copy of a proof of address. Please be sure that the address on the document exactly

matches the residential address entered in EU Seller Central account for each representative

2) Business ID verification: 

a) Registration extract: 

i. must be filed with the state in which the business is registered in

ii. i.e. Articles of Organization, Articles of Incorporation, Articles of Formation, etc. 

b) Certificate of Good Standing/Status

i. Must be dated within 90 Days

ii. Issued by the state in which the company is registered

iii. Cannot Submit a screenshot

iv. Can take up to 30+ days to receive

c) Bylaws or Operating Agreement – it should include total number of company shares, 

percentage shareholding of all business owners, procedure for transferring shares. It must be 

dated and contain the shareholders signatures

d) Share Allotment Document - this document should include the following:

i. The full names of each beneficial owner with more than 25% of the shares.

ii. The percentage of shares owned by each beneficial owner with more than 25% of the 

shares. 

iii. The document must be dated within the past 12 months and be signed by a legal 

representative  of the company

3) Additional verification: 

a) Letter of Authorization: Often requested when the POC is not a Beneficial Owner. Template 

can be found on Seller Central: https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/201200780

b) Bank Account/credit card statement for the business - a scanned copy of a bank statement 

or bank letter. The document must be dated within the last 90 days and must show the bank 

account number, the bank logo and the account holder’s name. You can black out the 

account balances, but all other information must be legible 

c) Gas, electricity, internet, and telephone bills are acceptable as well  

https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/201200780
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Registration procedure

2.13 Switching between Stores in Europe/North America/Japan/Australia for 

Linked Accounts

To switch to other Stores among Linked Accounts, the Seller can click on the drag-down menu in 

the Store selection frame on the top-right to choose the appropriate Store (such as France, U.S., 

Japan)

Generally speaking, when you undergo registration the North America Stores (the U.S., Canada 

and Mexico) will have been approved and is in normal operation, while Japan and Australia Stores 

are also in normal operation and listing can be made (Europe Stores will need KYC review).

A Seller can manage multiple Stores at the back office. Simply select the appropriate Store on 

the top right-hand corner and enter the Store.

If Europe/Japan/Australia Stores remain to be in a “Registration pending” state, select “Continue 

registration” after you have logged onto registration page, then click “Switch to 

Europe/Japan/Australia Stores” on the “Begin selling” page to complete registration of Stores 

outside North America.
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Registration procedure

2.14 Enter deposit method for other Stores (receiving account)

Step 1: Switch to another Store, click the  “Account Info” in “Settings”  on the top right-hand 

corner of Seller Central's back office.

Step 2: Click “Assign” deposit method under “Deposit methods”.
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Registration procedure

Step 3: Enter relevant bank account information. There are three options for bank account 

information. Please complete your entry according to actual circumstances.

Method 1: Use Amazon Currency Converter for Sellers. You can receive payments globally with 

the funds being directly deposited into your local bank account. 

Please enter bank 

information, 

including name, 

place of business, 

bank account name 

and account/card 

number. Make sure 

that all information 

is correct.

Please tick to use 

Amazon Currency 

Converter for 

Sellers Terms and 

Conditions

Please select “Bank account”.
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Registration procedure

Method 2: Use a valid bank account, and accept sales proceeds. For this you would need to select 

the bank’s address as the country or territory in which your bank account is opened. You will also 

need to enter bank account information.

Method 3: Us the bank account provided by the payment service provider under “Payment 

Service Provider Program”. In such a case select the bank’s address as the country in which the 

payment service provider has opened the bank account for you. You will also need to enter bank 

account information. For more information on Payment Service Provider Program: 

Note: Please make sure that the information on deposit method is correct. If you encounter 

problems with your bank account, Amazon will not be able to carry out settlement with your 

bank account.

Spain: Click here

The Netherlands: Click here

Sweden: Click here

Poland: Click here

Australia: Click here

Japan: Click here

UK: Click here

Germany: Click here

France: Click here

Italy: Click here

https://sellercentral.amazon.es/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
https://sellercentral.amazon.se/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.pl/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-GB
https://sellercentral.amazon.com.au/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.jp/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482
https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
https://sellercentral.amazon.fr/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/apps/store/search?category=f00228ab-f2c8-4e3d-ac20-d4c159e5e482&pageNumber=1&locale=en-US
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3.1     For suspension of account

3.2     Preparations before making appeal

3.3     Submission of materials for appeal

3.4     After appeal

3.5     FAQ on account review

3.6     Common mistakes made during account review

This Chapter deals with what Sellers can do if there is account review after completing

account registration.

3. Post-registration account review
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These Guidelines serve as the sole account review guidelines authorized by Amazon. Following 

the advice of third parties not authorized by Amazon will lead to adverse consequences.

To help us maintain a trustworthy Store for buyers and Sellers, Amazon may suspend some 

Sellers accounts and request for more information. If your account is suspended for this reason, 

you can provide relevant information by following the guidelines below.

3.1 For suspension of account

Your account may have been suspended if you receive performance notice from the following e-

mail addresses after logging onto Seller Central. (Mail box: no-replies-appeals@amazon.com or 

no-replies-appeals@amazon.xx. The “xx” represents the suffix for the relevant Amazon Store, e.g. 

co.uk, co.jp)

The screenshot is for reference only.

*Note: Depending on the Store and default language setting, the heading and language 

of the e-mail you receive will differ, but it is generally sent from the above e-mail 

address. There is also an “Appeal” button in the notice.

In such a case you can check the causes for account suspension using the steps 

indicated below:
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1. Check “Performance notifications”.

2. Click on each performance notification in the list and read it carefully.
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As shown below, Amazon will request that Sellers provide additional evidence for information 

provided during registration.

Such notification is typically sent from  seller-performance@amazon.com (no-replies-

appeals@amazon.com or no-replies-appeals@amazon.xx, “xx” being the suffix of Amazon Store, 

such as co.uk and co.jp). There may be differences depending on the Store (for example, the 

notification for North America Stores may be sent from  alliance@amazon.com).

Please prepare your materials strictly in accordance with the requirements in performance 

notification.

mailto:seller-performance@amazon.com
mailto:no-replies-appeals@amazon.com
mailto:No-replies-appeals@amazon.xx,%20“xx”%20representing%20the%20suffix%20for%20the%20relevant%20Amazon%20Store,%20e.g.%20
mailto:alliance@amazon.co.jp
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3.2 Preparations before making appeal

1. Prepare the statements required for the appeal. Their requirements are as follows:

• The documents must not be covered by stains. They must be true and not tampered with. 

They must not be photoshopped or revised (including remarks and notations on any 

photograph)

• Date of issuance: Please provide public utilities bills within the past 90 days

• Type of statements: Amazon accepts only statements for natural gas, electricity, water or 

Internet services

• Statement heading and address: The statements must show your full name and current 

operating or residential address. Requirements for corporate Seller's statements: The 

statements must show the full statutory name of the company or the full name of its 

legal representative. Such name must also be indicated on your business license.

• Format of statements: Amazon does not accept screenshots. We accept only color 

photographs or color scanned copies of the statements in pdf, png or gif format

If you are unsure about what business address in Seller Central means, you can check if your 

address on Seller Central is the same as that on the statement using the following means: Log 

onto Seller Central and access account information, click “Business address” to view.

2. Confirm your international credit card is valid and charges can be deducted from the account.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/hz/sc/account-information?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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3.3 Submission of materials for appeal

Appeal path 1: Log onto Seller Central and check your indicators as well as reactivate your 

account through Performance－account health.

Click “Reactivate your account” and submit the documents indicated in the picture below. In 

addition, select three options indicated in the picture, and confirm that the materials submitted 

are true and valid.

Appeal path 2: Log onto Seller Central and submit appeal documents through Performance

notifications - appeal - error suspension - add documents.
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3.4 After appeal

Under normal circumstances you will receive the first e-mail reply within two working days of your submission 

of appeal documents. If after five working days you have not received a reply, you can carry out second appeal 

in the same place at the back office, attaching eligibility documents that you have previously submitted. If you 

repeatedly send the same documents without waiting for five working days, or you send your appeal to 

Amazon through other channels, Amazon may identify your repeated appeals as spam mail and not reply you 

earlier.

Amazon will review the information that you submit as soon as possible. We will send our reply to Performance 

Notification in Seller Central.

If the Performance Notification that you receive requires that you re-submit updated documents, please read 

carefully the reasons for rejection and file fresh appeal. We recommend that you send a new set of materials, 

for example:

• Statements for natural gas, electricity, water or Internet services during the past 3 months 

consecutively

• Alternatively, you can submit other documentary proof to help Amazon confirm that your current 

business or residential address is the same as that provided in Seller Central

Please avoid:

• Repeated submission of files before Amazon has sufficient time to review your appeal.

• Submission of incomplete documents or those that are hard to identify or that have been tampered 

with or labeled or screenshots

• Submission of expired or invalid documents
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3.5 FAQ on account review

All Sellers must abide by the following codes:

• Always provide correct information to Amazon and our buyers

• Act fairly and do not abuse Amazon functions or services

• Do not harm the interest of other Sellers or their products/rating or abuse them

• Do not attempt to influence buyers’ rating, feedback and review

• Do not issue unsolicited or inappropriate communication

• Contact buyers only through buyer-seller messaging service

• Do not attempt to circumvent Amazon’s sales process

• Operate multiple “Selling on Amazon” accounts without Amazon’s permission

• If you violate the Code of Conduct or any other Amazon policy, Amazon may take the 

appropriate measures against your account such as cancellation of your product, or 

suspension or forfeiture of payment or revocation of your right to sell products.

• For more details on the policies, please refer to  

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/G1801?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_lo

cale=en_US&languageSwitched=1 or search on Seller Central, “Selling Policies and Seller 

Code of Conduct”.

Q1: What is Amazon Seller Code of Conduct?

Q2: When can I receive Amazon’s reply?

Amazon will review information that you submit as soon as possible. Thank you for your 

patience. Please do not submit appeal repeatedly while you are waiting.

Q3: Do I need to submit business license? Are credit card statements required?

If the reply that you receive expressly states that such information is required, please provide it 

accordingly. Otherwise, such documents are not essential.

Q4: How often is periodic EU KYC review? 

It usually happens every 3-5 years for every Seller selling in the EU marketplace.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/G1801?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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3.6 Common mistakes made during account review

The following mistakes may cause your appeal to be rejected or its response delayed:

Mistake 1: Repeated submission of files before Amazon has sufficient time to review your 

appeal.

We will send our reply to Performance Notification in Seller Central. Please do not repeatedly 

submit your appeal or send your appeal to Amazon through other channels before you receive 

any reply. This is because Amazon may identify your repeated appeals as spam mail and not reply 

you earlier.

Mistake 2: Submit incomplete documents or those that are hard to identify or that have been 

tampered with or labeled or screenshots.

Please submit only color scans or photocopies of your documents. Make sure that all pages are in 

place. Avoid changing your document in any manner, including addition of remarks, watermark 

or comments.

Mistake 3: Submit expired or invalid or not signed documents.

Amazon currently accepts only statements for public utilities like gas, electricity and water and 

Internet services during the past 90 days. We do not accept any other type of statements or 

invoices, including those for mobile phone, purchase of raw materials, products, purchasing 

agreement and screenshot of e-mails. Please note that Amazon accepts only documents in pdf, 

png or gif format. Please make sure to sign your documents where applicable. 

Mistake 4: Documents do not meet quality requirements.

You must never submit photoshopped documents or those that are altered (including labels and 

comments on photographs). There must not be stains covering relevant information, and you 

cannot submit screenshots.

Mistake 5: Documents with mismatched information.

Mismatched addresses, names, etc. will result in documentation rejections. 
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This chapter deals with questions commonly encountered during registration and solutions.

4. Other registration FAQ
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1. In what countries can I sell using Amazon Global Selling?

At present AGS allows sales in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, UK, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, the 

Netherlands, Sweden, Poland, Turkey, Japan, Australia, India, UAE, Saudi Arabia and 

Singapore. The U.S., Canada and Mexico are under North America Linked Account; UK, 

Germany, France, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, Sweden and Poland are under Europe Linked 

Account. If you open a Store in any country in a linked account, you will not need to provide 

other information to open a Store in other countries in that account.

2. How do I downgrade my Seller account?

You can select and set an account information to manage your account through Seller 

Central. You can also choose to downgrade a Store or downgrade all the Stores in the linked 

account.

3. What is Seller display name?

This is the name displayed to buyers for your Amazon products and Seller information.

4. Can I change my display name?

Yes. You can provide new Seller display name through “Settings-Account Info” in Seller 

Central.

5. Why do I need to provide product category?

Amazon will help you complete advance approval for listing of certain categories.

6. Why do I need to provide the quantity of products that I intend to list?

Depending on your product quantity, Amazon will offer several means of product listing to 

give you better listing experience.

7. Can I add or cancel services subsequently?

Yes. You can check and change your choices at any time before completing registration.

8. Do I need to provide other information in order for me to change my option?

You would need to provide it if the new services you have chosen so require. In addition, when 

providing other information, the status on the relevant portion in the setting summary page 

will be shown as “incomplete”.

9. Will the information that I entered be lost?

No. All data that you provide during registration will not be lost. However, you can only view 

information relating to the services you currently choose.
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10.Is deduction of fees from my credit card immediate?

No. Amazon will not collect any fee from you when you set up the account. However, 

Amazon will verify your credit card. 

11.Can I provide other credit cards after I have opened the account?

You can provide new credit card at any time on Seller account information page. We would 

not recommend that you make frequent changes to your credit card information.

12.What should I do if I have not received any telephone call?

Please add country code to your telephone number if you have entered an international 

telephone number. There should be a “+” sign or two zeros in front of your country code. For 

example, a valid mobile phone number in China should be +86 139 XXXX XXXX.

13.I have already tried three times and am not allowed to try anymore. What should I do?

Please wait an hour before retrying. When retrying you can use SMS validation service or 

change the language for telephone validation.

14.I have submitted true and valid materials for Seller identity validation but it has not been 

passed. What should I do?

Please first confirm whether the materials that you have provided conform with 

requirements. In addition, please monitor your registered mail box closely. The reasons for 

not passing review will be sent to that mail box.

15.What should I do when I encounter system issue such that I cannot submit documents or 

proceed to the next step?

You can click “Get help - select language - contact us” on the bottom left of the page. You 

can describe in details the problems that you encounter in an e-mail and confirm your e-mail 

address and telephone number so that Amazon can contact you.

16.When can I begin using the services I have subscribed?

Please provide the information required for this page and click “Complete registration” to 

complete account setting.

17.Can I stop and then complete registration later?

Yes, you can return to the page at any time to complete registration. Please use the e-mail 

address you have entered when creating the account and the password before you continue.
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18. I have inadvertently registered an account or I no longer need this account. How do I close it?

Please contact Seller Support to close your account.

19. I have other questions. Where can I obtain more information?

Please click the "Help" button on Seller Central to check FAQ, study Seller Information Guide 

or contact Amazon Seller Support team for more support. Or you can go to Seller University 

under Performance. 

20. If the address on my business license is different from my actual business address, what 

address should I enter on the company information page?

Enter an address for which any of the public utilities like water, electricity and gas or Internet 

services are provided. You should also ensure that normal postcard can be delivered to such 

an address.

21. I have made a successful appeal. Will there be yet another review during the selling process?

Account review will take place depending on your performance during your operation.

22. Are the materials to be prepared for different Stores the same when submitted account 

review appeal after registration?

The appeal interface of submission of water/electricity/telephone/Internet services for 

Europe Stores. You do not need to prepare other documents or materials. For other Stores 

please carry out preparation and operation according to the instructions in “Reactivate your 

account” page under Seller Central.

23. I have followed the instructions but there are still unresolved problems. What other paths are 

there for me to seek help?

If you are still unclear about Amazon account review during your normal operation, or if your 

account is being limited and need help, you can, for Sellers who are already in contact with 

Account Manager, directly contact your Account Manager for assistance. 

If you are not in contact with an Account Manager, you can resolve the problems relating to 

your account in two ways:

• Log onto account health and find answers under Seller Forum

• Account appeal help

24. How long will the video call verification last?

Video call validation generally lasts about 30 minutes.

25. What can I do if I am unable to find time in the appointment schedule for video call verification?

If you are unable to find suitable time in the appointment schedule, please log onto registration 

page 2-3 days later. Amazon will make prompt adjustment to the appointment schedule.


